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This workbook on spiritual warfare is a foundational book on prayer. It gives solid and practical

steps to teach believers exactly how to do the things the Bible tells us to do concerning prayer,

warfare and dealing with the enemy. The advice and explanations in this book are specific so that

you know what it is that you should do and why.* Example Prayers that cover many different

situations* Explanations about binding and loosing and why it is so effective* The power of your

words and how to speak the word over your life or situation* How to decree things according to the

Word and see them happen* Why your identity in Christ is so very important* and much, much

more....This workbook was created as a 6 week study so that those studying spiritual warfare would

have a solid background and understanding from which to engage the enemy. The topics covered

are all relevant to everyday life and the issue we all face, such as... personal holiness, forgiveness,

taking back our families, releasing people from demonic control and praying effectively for people

who are at a distance.If you are new to this fight you will become well equipped. If you are already

involved, you will become better prepared. If you have ever read a book on spiritual warfare but still

wondered "How do I start/" This book is for you.
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Excellent book. I'm not very well versed in spiritual warfare and I felt like this book gave me a great

background and place to jump in right away. It is very equipping with many example prayers that

you can adapt to your own situation. He gives good explanations on why these areas should be

prayed over, he covers a broad range of topics, and he gives interesting anecdotes to illustrate his

point. I appreciate his clear writing style (very easy to understand and follow) as well his

transparency in life (this makes it all very relatable as he seems like a "normal" person with issues

we all deal with). I use the example prayers so much that I had to order this in paperback too so that

I could easily flip to these. I can definitely feel the authority and power of God on me as I pray these!

As someone who sees into the spiritual realm regularly, this author's insights in spiritual warfare are

a must-read!To quote the author "If you do this type of covering [prayer] every day, you will see

results. These prayers have their basis in the Scriptures and as such they are legal rights that I am

claiming over my family. Do this for a month and you will have a different atmosphere in your home.

Provide protection to the degree that you have been given the power and the authority to do so.

Your family will have an increase in the peace that passes understanding." I am so excited to try

this!

Excellent spiritual warfare book. I have read Derek Prince's book "They Shall Expel Demons" and

Dr. Preston Bailey's spiritual warfare book. Both had good insight and were exhaustive. I bought this

book with some skepticism that I would learn anything new. To my surprise I did learn new things. I

got a few new tools in my spiritual arsenal. I now know about using the blood of Jesus to rebuke and

how to bind and loosen positive things on myself and others. I am a youth pastor and recently

participated in a long deliverance of a young man. It took 4 days before seeing the demons flee. I

did everything I knew how and even got special revelation from God on how to defeat the hundreds

of demons in the young man. I wish I had read Michael's book before I got started I would have had

more knowledge and tools at my disposal.I believe that everything Michael has written is true. I have

experienced many of the same things that he has concerning curses and cursed objects. After a

while people think you are blaming demons for everything. The truth is that demons are more

numerous than we imagine and constantly trying to find a legal right to harm us. Read this book in

supplement with other books. My only criticism is that it was a little short for a $10 ebook. However

the worker deserves his wages and Michael has done a great job. Thank you.

Very practical book which lays a solid Christian foundation on an often misunderstood subject.



Backed up with relevant scriptures that tied in well with the plan and purpose of the book. Have

been referring the book to others.

Highly recommended. Christians are falling sadly short of their calling and supernatural power. The

Bible is clear, we are engaged in a battle whether you choose to fight (even believe it) or not. This

book is a great tool to help you turn and face the enemy, which is the only way to defeat him...

Good foundational book on warfare. This author prayed for a little one who was suddenly acting up

& his parents didn't know why, & nothing changed. He asked God to show him what the cause was

& found out the little boy was being sexually amused & was too scared to tell anyone. He forbid the

unclean spirits influencing this abusers to harm this child again & asked God to remove this abuser

from the child's life. Within a week the abuser was no longer in the child's life. This is in his book

titled "Angels and Demons Book Two." I highly recommend reading that book as well.

This was easy to understand and easy to apply. This the second book by Michael Van Vlymen. I

have a third book ordered and I am excited to get this book as well. Michael Van Vlymen could be

my favorite author. This book How to do Spiritual Warefare Workbook is excellent. It gets a 5 Star

from me.

I have read other books on spiritual warfare. This is the most practical book on spiritual warfare I

have read. No fluff, no theories... Just practical, Biblical advice backed with testimonies of personal

experiences. Michael Van Vlymen is very transparent. I keep going back to it so you will be using it

as reference.

Michael Van Vlymen does it again! Most useful book I've read on spiritual warfare. Rather than

getting bogged down in pedantic theological discourse, the author gives a lot of practical "how to"

tips for immediate application. A great resource. Can be utilized alone in or in a small group study

setting.
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